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Earth's Vagabond

"Cursed is the ground for thy sake"
The sun was through for the day and so was Frank. He braked the tractor at the edge of the
field and looked back over the straight furrows of stiff, dry soil. Even before the tractor motor
had completely died, a thick cloud of dust caught up with him; and he was enveloped by the
microscopic grains that had settled everywhere—on the flowers and weeds alike, outside and
inside the house and barns, on the animals and people. The red particles mixed with the sweat
that stood out on Frank's face and burrowed into the wide, deep creases on his forehead and
into the smaller, less noticeable wrinkles under his eyes and at the corners of his mouth. He
pulled a very damp and dirty red handkerchief from his hip pocket and patted it over his face
and neck, stuffing it back into his pocket with a practiced motion. He swung his frame from
the seat of the tractor and landed squarely on the ground. Frank Hennessey was a strong
man—physically and emotionally. But even strong men break, especially when the breaking
force grinds and chisels at them, taking away hunks of strength and character at a time.
Spring had entered the year strangely, coming all at once. The birds and animals had noticed
the abruptness of its entrance and had become muted and sluggish. The warm, sunny days had
been perfect and pleasing for the first couple of weeks, but now it was the middle of June and
only once or twice had the sky shown signs of rain—and only signs had they been. Thus the
once rich soil had now become dry, hard, splitting earth that crumbled into dust at the blades
of a plow.
As Frank started for the house, the last surviving splinters of the purple sunset struck his
back, seeming to push his tall angular frame wearily toward the front yard. He climbed the
three wooden steps to the porch and went through the squeaking screen door. At the stove
stood his wife Sarah, busily supervising the boiling, steaming pots and a hot, sizzling and
popping skillet.
"Finish the south field, Frank?" she asked, glancing at him only momentarily.
"Unh," Frank mumbled, lowering himself slowly into the leather chair, leaning back and
closing his eyes.
That would be all that she would say to him until he offered the next bit of conversation.
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Twenty years with the same man had taught her an inevitable lesson as a woman. Frank
abhorred stray conversation offered to take a person's mind off his problems. It was foolish—a
waste of breath.
He remained silent for perhaps fifteen minutes and then snapped forward in the chair.
"Where's Stephen?" he asked, seeming only now to notice tne absence of his fifteen-year-old
son.
"He went back to his garden early this morning, Frank," Sarah replied cautiously, "you
know he goes there most every day."
"Yeah, but I told him plain and outright that he wasn't supposed to set a foot out of this
yard till he had fixed that loose board on the chicken house. That dang weasel has carried off
six of our chickens in the past week. And I ask little of that boy—mighty damn little! Now I
ask him to lift a hand to fix one board so's that he can have eggs on his plate every morning.
All I — "
"Steve fixed it before he left this morning, Frank," Sarah interrupted. "I heard him out
there hammering just a while after you'd left for the fields."
Frank rose angrily from the chair and slammed the door as he left. He walked in long
swinging steps, clenching and unclenching his fists as he walked, toward the chicken house, a
small tin and wood contraption. He reached the coop and found where the loose board had
been that had allowed easy access for the weasel. He squatted and looked thoughtfully at the
repair job Stephen had done. The board had been replaced and hammered into its former
position. Yet it looked as if the work had been done by someone who had never seen a
hammer and nails before. The board was still seated at somewhat an angle, and three or four
nails had been crookedly driven into the wood. There were several deep imprints on the board
made by the head of the hammer when Stephen missed the mark, and the ground was covered
with bent and twisted nails that had been unsuccessfully hammered.
Frank squatted there for two or three more minutes as if he was not sure just how to react.
He was not surprised at what he found, and he never really expected to find anything
different. For this was as good as Stephen's signature. Frank could not understand how a boy
like Stephen was able to make such a total mess of such a simple task. This had happened
numerous times before, and it always saddened Frank, mainly because Stephen would never
amount to a thing. This was a world where a man had to be good with his hands and had to
carry a strong head on his shoulders full of common logic and good sense. But Stephen —
Frank walked slowly toward the barn and ran his hand along the top of the first low rafter
until he felt the familiar smoothness of the cool glass. He took the bottle from its resting place
and removed the cork. Raising the bottle to his parched lips, he let the clear liquid trickle
down his throat while leaving his mind as numb as possible to its bitter, acrid taste. Strength
for the soul and music for the mind, he thought. And the price geared to his wallet. One dollar
for a quart of Clyde Martin's moonshine carefully brewed by the moonlight in Clyde's copper
distillery in the woods. Clyde had been a farmer at one time until his crops had failed two
years in a row. The soil had taken his soul and had still refused to yield. So now he worked
daily at his new profession, going to town only to peddle his wares and make his pay-off to
Tom Bender, the town's perpetual sheriff.
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"Here to pay your insurance premium, Clyde?" Tom asked with a grin at the first of every
month.
"Yeah," Clyde always answered, "I want to insure your absence from my farm."
"Can do," Tom always replied, "Can do."
Frank carefully replaced the bottle and started from the barn toward the house. The day was
suspended in limbo between light and dark. The air was cool and fresh, full of the smell of pine
and honeysuckle. There was always a beautiful hush at this time of day, interrupted pleasantly
by the frequent liquid notes of a mockingbird. The house was a picture of inviting warmth and
glow, and the smells of an almost completed supper lingered on the porch.
As Frank reached the steps, he heard someone shuffling toward him from the edge of the
yard. He turned; and, in the selfish light of the dusk, he recognized the form belonging to his
son. As Stephen approached, Frank could see he was smiling his own patented smile—a full,
light-hearted smile—reflected by his wide, sparking eyes as much as by his mouth.
"Hello, Father," Stephen said as he came up to Frank, "it was an exceptionally beautiful
day, wasn't it?"
Frank stared at the boy who possessed what seemed to him to be an idiotic smile. But he
knew this boy wasn't an idiot. At a very young age, Stephen had shown signs of being acutely
perceptive; and he always seemed to have an amazing sensitivity toward all forms of life. But
when it came to doing anything constructive, any job that pertained to the upkeep of a farm,
Stephen was at an immediate loss. It was not really a lack of interest so much—he tried to
succeed at every task, but he was too far removed from what he was doing. He was also an
exceptional student when he attended school; but, just after his twelfth birthday, he stopped
going. And there was nothing that Frank or Sarah could do or say to make him go back. He
would always smile at them and tell them that it was terribly important that he go to his
garden right away. And he would go. These actions were tolerated for two reasons. First of all,
Stephen had been born two months prematurely; and, as a result, Sarah would never be able to
bear another child. Secondly, Frank hoped for a miracle that would endow the boy with a
desire to farm the earth and follow in his footsteps.
"Did you hear what I said, Father?" Stephen asked, "It was a beautiful day, wasn't it?"
"Yes, Steve, it was beautiful for some," Frank replied, "let's eat."
"In sorrow shalt thou eat of it
all the days of thy life"
The sun grinned hideously day after day. A few of the freshly planted seeds made small,
futile attempts to strain through the cracked, dry earth. But as they fought and struggled to
reach the surface, they were immediately thrashed by the cruel rays of the sun and the dry,
stinging air. So their green, tender youth was prophetically short-lived; and they turned a pale
yellowish color and awaited death. The sky sometimes teased the earth with a few rain clouds,
often mumbling reassurance with distant thunder. But the nightfall smothered the clouds, and
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millions of tiny stars would knowingly wink from the clear skies overhead.
Frank made more and more short visits to the barn, and his disposition deteriorated daily.
Sarah was overly tolerant, but the pressure was beginning to show in her face. She had begun
to have periods of dizziness lately, and she always felt hot and feverish. But she managed to
appear strong—for Frank's sake. One evening Frank returned from the fields looking worse
than Sarah had ever seen him.
"Where's that damn boy?" he asked.
Sarah could smell the alcohol and could see his watery, red-rimmed eyes.
"He's washing up, Frank," she replied cautiously, "he just drug in."
"Hah! Just drug in. My God, Sarah, you talk like he's been out working the land all day.
Where's he been? To that imaginary garden of his? Garden—hah—ain't no sonuvabitch got a
garden this year. Ain't no sonuvabitch got nothing!"
"Frank, I wish you wouldn't drink," Sarah began, "you know—"
"Yeah, yeah. I been drinking. Drinking and thinking. Thinking and drinking. That bottle's
the only friend I got to the world. A man ain't even got nobody to talk to in this
God-forbidden place! What few scattered neighbors we had around here done packed up and
left. But I ain't a-leaving, Sarah. Hell, no, I ain't a-leaving! Stephen? Stephen?"
Stephen walked into the kitchen toweling his hands dry.
"What is it, Father?"
"Get in here and eat your supper, boy. Me and you gotta have a little talk afterwards. You're
going to be a farmer, boy. And a dang good one—starting tomorrow."
"But, Father," Stephen answered, "I have to be at my garden and—"
"Garden! I'll make you think garden!" Frank roared. "There ain't no patch of land around
here that's fitten to be called a garden. You ain't no idiot, Steve, and you got eyes. There ain't
nothing out there but heat and dust. Nothing grows around these parts no more."
Sarah laid the food before them and took her seat opposite Frank. Her thoughts strayed to
her own father, a man much like Frank. She had seen him go down like this, and she feared
that Frank's end would be the same. Her father had fought with the soil all his life, trying to
achieve something beyond his grasp. He sought perfection and could not understand why there
had to be droughts and disease. When he had milked the land for all it would yield, he turned
to alcohol for comfort and to the painted woman who lived in a shack at the bend of the river.
These two vices had killed her mother, a lonely, worried woman. And one evening at the
beginning of spring, her father had placed his rusty pistol at the roof of his mouth and pulled
the trigger.
"What kind of a supper do you call this, Sarah?" Frank demanded, jarring her back to the
present. "A little piece of stringy meat and a bowl of greasy water. You used to set a decent
table, woman, but now I don't know what's come over you."
"It's not me," she replied timidly, "we just don't have anything left to eat. Our store is
about finished, Frank. We got to do something. We just got to do something."
She quickly lowered her head; and, pushing her chair back from the table, she left the room.
Her knees buckled, yet she was able to steady herself quickly before being noticed. She
blinked her eyes and regained clear vision. She was not going to let Frank see her tears. He had
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troubles enough.
Stephen continued to eat as if nothing was happening. It was as if he were oblivious to the
stormy atmosphere. He looked up at his father who was staring blankly straight ahead, the
alcohol slowly wearing off.
"I don't know what to do," he spoke soberly to the wall. "For the first time in my adult life,
I really don't know what to do."
"You and Mother are welcome in my garden," Stephen said absently.
Frank shook his head sadly.
"Son, you're almost sixteen years old. It's about time you left that make-believe world of
yours. I need you around here more than ever now. We gotta try to raise up some food from
that ground out there. It'll be like raising the dead, though."
"It's funny," Frank continued, "I almost wish I could drop off in a make-believe world.
Maybe you got the right idea, son."
"You can, Father," Stephen said, as if Frank did not understand. "It's a big garden, room
enough for all of us."
Frank suddenly became angry. "Listen now, boy, you keep talking like that; and I'll have
you committed to Upstate. You're too old to be carrying on a bunch of nonsense like a fool.
Now enough's enough! Now get on up to your room and get some sleep. We got a long day
ahead of us tomorrow."
Stephen smiled his smile and left the table. Frank went into the bedroom and found Sarah
shivering beneath a stack of quilts.
"What's the matter, girl, you sick?" he asked.
He felt her forehead and quickly withdrew his hand.
"You're burning up, Sarah. I've gotta try and get a doctor."
"No, it's all right, Frank. Really it is. It'll pass by morning."
They both knew that the chances of locating a doctor were slim and paying him would
present another obstacle. If worse came to worse, they could sell their tractor, their only piece
of powered machinery; but that would be like cutting off Frank's hands.
The next morning, Frank awoke to the sound of Sarah's troubled breathing. It was late in
the morning, and normally Sarah would have awakened him long before now. He felt her
forehead and cheeks and realized the fever had increased. She was wheezing, and, no matter
how hard he tried, he could not make her open her eyes. Frank knew that a doctor had to be
found, so he went to wake Stephen so that he could care for her until he returned.
He entered the kitchen just in time to see Stephen slipping through the screen door. When
Frank called out to him, Stephen ran down the steps and toward the forest. Frank breathed a
curse and quickly followed him. He was barely able to keep Stephen in sight; and, as he ran,
low branches slapped at his face; and the undergrowth snagged his feet. He was in an area west
of the house, unfamiliar to him. Frank slowed to a walk and looked around in amazement. He
could hardly believe his eyes.
Almost as if someone had drawn a line, the dry, brown timber and yellowed plant life ended.
The hard earth underneath gave way to new, moist soil. Frank stood blinking unbelievably at
all he saw around him. Never before in his life had he seen the soil yield such green, bountiful
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plants. In one section there was every fruit-bearing tree imaginable. The trunks were thick and
full with long, leaf-filled branches projecting in every direction. The fruit on the branches was
in a perfect state of ripeness, and the shiny colors brilliantly reflected the sunlight. Frank
could smell the fresh sweetness of the fruit, and it made his palate nerves tingle. In a section
across from this, there were vines and stalks of every vegetable he knew to ever exist. The
stalks were twice as tall as a man, and the vines produced small jungles. The vegetables were
large and moisture-laden, each seeming about to burst with its fullness. Frank heard the sound
of running water; and, walking a few yards farther, he discovered a stream of the clearest,
coolest water he had ever encountered. He lowered himself to his knees and filled his cupped
hands with the sparkling liquid and lifted it to his lips. The taste was heavenly.
There was a soothing calm about the place. A steady, easy breeze whispered by constantly,
just barely ruffling the leaves of the trees and slightly bowing the heads of each of the
abundant flowers. The songs of all the birds seemed to combine in an unusual, sleepy
harmony, supported by the musical percussion sounds of the running water. Here was a land
rid of all natural vice from large ones such as storms and droughts to small ones like the
annoying pursuit of the horsefly. The sun was a balm to the skin, and it spread splotches of
honey here and there. Frank was startled by a voice behind him.
"Do you like my garden?"
Frank whirled around and faced Stephen, who looked quite satisfied and glowingly
triumphant.
"Yes, Steve, it's very nice. Uh, how did you happen to find this place?"
"I achieved it, Father. It is almost like a state of mind; yet, not quite that simple. It's like
taking a mirror and turning it inside out in order to achieve the exact reflection. You see, life is
always a lie. As you go deeper and deeper into it, you must live more and more lies. And
finally, all you have left is a false representation."
Frank was stunned to hear his son speak in such a way. He sounded like a preacher.
"I'm not sure I know what you mean, Steve; but I do know that me and your mother belong
in a place like this. Why, with this soil I can plant those fancy seeds I ordered from the
catalogue; and, over there in that little clearing, I can build us a house and—"
Frank stopped abruptly in the middle of the sentence. A cloudy mist formed in his eyes, and
he started to speak again. But, instead, he slowly turned away from his son and walked away.
His steps were reluctant but steady.
Sarah died a few days later, and the hard earth was stubborn in yielding even enough for her
grave. They buried her at dusk, her favorite time of day, and marked her final place with a
smooth stone that still retained the heat of the day. Frank followed her a month later.
"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,
and unto dust shalt thou return.
For dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return."
The blades of the plow fought and bit the earth; and the tractor left a trail of thick, choking
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dust to the rear of its path. Stephen stopped at the end of the row; and, removing his father's
old felt hat from his head, he ran his hand through his straw-colored hair. The sun had already
burnt away his smile and squinted his eyes to half their size. The dust and the heat were now a
natural part of his world; and one gazing at him from a distance could not help but notice the
striking resemblance to Frank, even in motion and gesture. He peered westward into the forest
toward the spot he knew so well, but all he could see were the scrubby pines and acres and
acres of burnt land. The heat caused blurry waves to rise before his eyes and seemed to guard
the forest as effectively as would a wall of flames. He released the brake on the tractor and
started down the next endless row.
— John Douglas Gray

— Jon Coniglio
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Nightly News
I.
Some unforeseen network difficulty
has clouded my eye

III.

and there's no way to get the red out
Can news exist without the newsman?
irrationally I spin dials,
and get snow

Who determines my ratings?

the horizontal hold is malfunctioning
and the contrast is entirely too stark

Two billion heard a small step
and many believed it actually happened

when one considers the weakness of the image

why shouldn't diplomacy hinge on
the flight of a white ball

II.
the medium is the message
and we sit around the table in the dark
holding hands tightly
waiting for the word to come,
shaped by its carrier
not existing on its own,
prose too weak to sit on mere paper
carries great weight
when packaged in plastic
and heralded by the strutting spread
of the great bird's wings.

when presidential debates are won
by makeup men
and a five o'clock shadow
can bring a man to sudden extinction?
IV.
good night david.
V.
good night chet,
wherever you are.

— Ken Rabin

— L. D. Stewart

— L. D. Stewart

Vision
A vision
quickly passed
lingers forever
Man
encased in ice
cries out to God
Who takes the Form
of Silent Sun

— Ralph Hood, Jr.
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I have been sixty years on
Read obituaries in many papers
And seen lovers in the winter and desolation
In the spring and summer
I have seen roses crystallize beneath the ice—
A single bronze leaf hanging—
Striving hard to live on
And to make it through the depression
I have seen my shoes decay and my life
Slip bleakly before me and behind me
Always untouched and unnoticed
By relatives' thoughts or hands
(Until it's far too late)
The hour glass emptied and I saw
My reflections in the honkies
When standing before the Church
And humble before God
But my hair fell out somewhere
Along the way from here to there
And I retrace some of my life all of the time
And little of it none of the time—
I loved the St. Christopher that I found
Until they told me it was a myth
And they stored him in the basement
Of their fine cathedrals
And laid their faith by the wayside
But I can't throw my Christopher away
(Yet why should I hold on)
I can't store myself in the basement
(I lost my way to the cathedral)
Or stand in the honkies any longer
Suppose I'll stand and wait for the street car—
Again today—
Excuse me, sir, when will the next trolley car be by?
"Trolley car! Oh come on, old man, that was long ago."
Long ago? Imagine.
Sixty years on—
Constantly retracing to catch up.

— Bob Moon

Winter '69
Deep the river runs
crooked on broken
mirrors
distressed
with sleeping valleys
leaving the rabbit's jump
slow dripping waters
over stones
hung up
to dry

— Larry Thompson

Woodcut
Smile

Carpenter
birth
before a tireless heart
hurried
There

Write me down

was

a smile
like
ordinary streets
of home
directions
get me lost...

such
speed.. .
yet lost
quickly
thirty-years
short
but now
go
ring
bells.. .
sleepy and proud
forgetting
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polished glass eye
punches through the
fog that surrounds
the fain celluloid
people- '11 with a
blast of plastic light
their souls are grabbed
from them to be
I •',the evening edi

— Mike O'Neal
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— Michael Halburnt
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The sad-eyed kitten sitting by the trash can
The gaunt puppy limping down the road
The little black baby playing in the street
The bum trudging down the tracks
And me.
The cat will find an old fishhead
The dog will luck up on a bone
The black man will teach his son to hate
The bum will stop at the mission for soup
And I?
I have four blank walls
A fleeting palace of flats and fakes
That will ring with boos or applause
Depending on the skin, a love in my audience
And a kinship with the lonely.
I'll take in a hundred bedraggled cats
And feed a hundred starving mutts
I'll take in the lonely bum and
End my day in prayer for the son of the black man
Maybe I'll laugh in heaven.

—Amy Parry

— J. Michael Sayne
Who gives a shit
Not the red weary wind
Worn by adolescence and

Love

All
All the snake-eyed gypsies
You can have the bastard
Cause he don't
And if yellow flower pots make
Transformations of who has
It
It is what the mad diceman
Spins the whirling world a-whirl
With a 6 666666666666666666
And that ain't just alliteration
Cause honey thats just the way

— Larry Davidson

It
Is
He don't give a shit

Blue Eyes
The gush of energy expended
Spasmodic thrusts of dying expiration
And black old women sitting on a bus
Still slaves to white sterile masters
And I who was gazing on the multitude
Saw your face among their voices
Like an old yellow stain in a private place
Or like factory smoke in the tempest
Blasted, scattered, and finally dissolved
If I had been a braver sort
Hot like the iron-makers furnace
I would, perhaps, have turned the image
And the night-sisters would have waved
Banners of a different celebration
And having known for so long
I could not know, could I have known?
All I leave, an empty presence.

— Larry Davidson
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Neon 7/4
EAT AT JOE'S do it today
do it EAT AT JOE'S today
do it today EAT AT JOE'S
EAT AT JOE'S do it today
do it EAT AT JOE'S today
do it today EAT AT JOE'S
EAT AT JOE'S do it today
do it EAT AT JOE'S today
do it today EAT AT JOE'S
three/two/two
two/three/two
two/two/three

— Tom Lifsey
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— Lyndal Masters'

Worms again.
I'm tired of eating out.

— Tom Jernigan
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The Secretary

At night she dreams of typewriter keys.
Her thoughts have wide margins,
are neatly spaced, properly punctuated,
with no strikeovers.

She files her dreams in folders
and stacks them in a cabinet
generally under 'N' for nightmare
and her life is a perfect copy.

— Mary Rita Cooper

— Jackie Wallace

23

— Jan Burns
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Anti-Saturnian Image No. 1

The sun's long chariot with golden robes fanning
Across the blue white marble sky into tiny threads,
On whose throne a maiden with waist long locks and banding
Rides standing naked with limp, tilted head
And eyes empty of all external contact.
Long, many-branched whips streaming behind,
Her carriage races along a latin-inscribed contract
With the astral courses sway through time.
What is this unearthly beauty on which dwelled
The base metal burning eyes of taper tortured vigils
Freed from the forested age's common travail
To feel along corridors the future carelessly spills?
Around her head is an aureole shining very bright;
At her feet two small angels sit like insects on a porch,
And in the background others flit in great delight
With horns and spritely tongues from their beaming gorges.
The words spell out the solitude of Pico della Mirandola
As he ponders Ficino about Hermes Trismegisthus,
Not trying to buy any early stock in coca-cola,
Just wondering what's happening to all of us.
How then did they see the flowers and trees
When they would emerge from their lairs with the magic seed
Of most fervent and comprehensive belief
In the Idea that reached across the seas for their release?

— Charles Merton Baker
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— Jan Burns

.
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—Jackie Wallace
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Mississippi Mud
I had just finished up first grade when we moved out to the farm. I was already seven
though, cause my birthday comes in April. My brother, he was just a baby. Boy, it was some
year. Me and Mama left Daddy up in Virginia with the Navy and got on back to Alabama
before the stork was supposed to come, as Mama would say. We lived with Mama Davis and
Papa Davis and all in one year I started to school, the stork come, the war got over, and Daddy
come home from the Navy. The stork, he brought me a brother, and Santa Claus that year, he
brought me a dog. We called him Little Boy. He was white and fuzzy, but well, we just didn't
want to call him Snowball, or some corny old name like that.
Well, soon as school was out Daddy and Mama and me and my brother and Little Boy all
moved on out to Mississippi. Daddy always had wanted a dairy farm. "Just a few cows of my
own," he used to say. Well, we got to Mississippi and got the farm, but boy, that was just the
beginnin. You can't have cows without a barn. And folks has to have a place to live in too. So
us folks moved into a hotel in Brooksville, and Daddy started abuildin the barn. Daddy, he
never had built a single barn before in his whole life, but you know, his barn looked so good
the neighbors all asked him to build them one. Wel sir, he built six barns before he quit. He
had some cow money then and we was in business, as Daddy would say. Had a herd of twenty,
before you could turn around.
It was awful hot that summer. Me and Mama mostly stayed at the hotel. Course my brother
did too, cause he couldn't go without us. Daddy carried Little Boy on out to the farm to
watch the cows. I missed him, but there was lots of kids around the hotel. It wasn't really so
much a hotel as a boardin house. It was a southern mansion kind of a house with great big old
columns on the front. There was magnolia trees all around as tall as the house. The dirt in the
yard was swept up good every day and me and Sally had a playhouse under one tree. Sally
lived there too. In the hotel I mean. I remember one day me and Sally got in a fight. She hit
me on the head with a broom. It was one her Daddy had made her. He said we could use it in
our playhouse, but Sally didn't want to let me use it. Anyhow, I got so mad at Sally. I just
went on around to the back of the hotel. That's where we lived. There was a creek back there.
It smelled awful bad, cause it was the sewage from the house, Mama said. But it was fun to
watch all those green slimy things half floatin along and the bugs buzzin around over it. Mama
wouldn't let me play in it. "Stay out of that nasty, stinkin stuff," she told me. Mama just
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didn't like bugs. I remember one night, she was shuckin corn in the kitchen and just jumped up
and run off cryin. It scared me. She cried so hard she couldn't talk. Well, Daddy, he couldn't
get her to tell what was wrong. He got to lookin at the corn, and wouldn't you know — there
was a big fat worm acrawlin around on the ear Mama had been shuckin. Me and Daddy had to
laugh and that made Mama mad. That was bad, I guess, but it did make her stop cryin.
They started me to second grade closer to the farm. I'd ride the bus out to the farm after
school and play with Little Boy or hand nails up to Daddy. He was working on our house now.
Last thing we did every evenin before we went on back to the hotel was to milk the cows and
put the milk in the cooler for the mornin pickup. Our milk went clear on to Columbus. One
day I got off the bus and Mama and my brother and all the furniture was in the house! I sure
was surprised, cause they was only the outside walls up and the roof of course. Supper that
night was so funny. I sat in the livin room and ate off the table that was settin in the kitchen.
"I'm magic," I'd say, and stick my hand right through the kitchen wall for another bite.
Course, you see, there wasn't no wall there! Daddy finally got the walls put up, but he never
did fix no bathroom. Well, we had a bathroom, but all was in it was a slop jar and old
newspapers stacked up. Boxes and things sittin around too. Daddy built the chicken house
before he built the toilet. I liked usin the woods, but Mama, well, she cried about it. She cried
a lot. But would you believe, not as much over the snake she found in her chicken feed sack as
that little old worm in the corn. That was the biggest snake I ever saw. A chicken snake. Mama
even killed it herself, with the hoe. My brother was walkin good by now, and we played
outside a lot. We kept the snake for a while, to play with. And now I've just got to tell you
about Ole Nigger Annie. Ole Nigger Annie lived on our place. Her house was on over through
the woods from our house. When Daddy bought the farm, you see, he bought her house too.
Well, he didn't charge her much rent, just mostly he said "Come over and work for my wife,
Annie." She did too, whenever Mama wanted her. They was a good path through the woods to
her house. Some days Mama'd say "Lord, I can't do all this work. I sure do need me a nigger,"
sort of to herself you know. And then she'd say to me and my brother, "Go over and tell old
nigger Annie to come work today." We'd run through the woods and stop outside her front
porch. "Ole Nigger Annie! Ole Nigger Annie! Come on out of your house and work for my
Mama!" I'd holler. One of her younguns'd stick a head out the door and holler back "She
comin." Ole Nigger Annie had one girl bout my size but she had at least ten little pigtails
stickin out on her head. I only had two. She'd peep out at me but whenever she knew I saw
her she'd duck down. That girl never would talk to me. Ole Nigger Annie'd finally come out
and say "How you, chile?" Then she'd start down the steps. I always got scared whenever she
did that. The steps would squeak and creak and I just knew every time they'd break for sure.
Whenever she got to the ground me and my brother'd just hug her neck good. She was so fat
and big me and him could hug at the same time and not get in each other's way. "Ole Annie's
glad to see you chillun's," she'd say. Ole Nigger Annie was so good and so full of lovin. I heard
Mama tell Daddy one time that she was too full of lovin cause she had seven kids and no
husband. But she didn't need no husband cause she didn't have no big farm to look after like
Mama. We'd jump around on the path in front of Ole Nigger Annie all the way back to our
house. "Sing for us, Ole Nigger Annie," I'd say. "Sing us a song." "Ole Annie'll sing you what
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she done sung in church last Sundee-day." Me and my brother just had to laugh. "Not
Sundee-day, Ole Nigger Annie, just Sundee." "Now chile, you knows ever day in the week end
in day. Mon-day, Toos-day and all the way to Sundee-day. Hush up yo laughin." Then she'd
start singing bout heaven. Ole Nigger Annie always did sing bout heaven. Well, now, back to
that big old chicken snake. That one day, we run ahead of Ole Nigger Annie a little just before
the last curve of the path. We stretched that old snake out on the path cept for the head end in
the bushes, cause, you know, Mama'd chopped his head off. We squatted down low behind
another bush and waited. We could hear her just asingin bout heaven, comin on down that
path. We was waitin to hear her scream and holler. Then it got real quiet. Me and my brother
waited and waited. We finally stood up to see what had happened. "Bleuuuuuuuuuuuuuuh!"
That snake was right in our face. Ole Nigger Annie was just ashakin it round and round us. We
hollered and screamed and run for the house. Ole Nigger Annie was still alaughin when she got
there. She wasn't mad though. I know, cause Mama was fussin bout that accident I'd had. Ole
Nigger Annie just pulled off those old wet sheets and said to me "Chile, don't feel bad cause
you done pee'd the bed. Ole Annie'll fix it." That time she hugged my neck. That black skin
smelled so good to me. I heard Mama tell Daddy it stunk. She was always givin Ole Nigger
Annie soap. Every time she come, Mama'd give her milk or potatoes or clothes for her kids,
but always soap. Mama and Daddy always talked bout them black Mississippi niggers. But I
knew one nigger that was brown. His name was Bunyan. When I was in third grade us kids got
to eat our lunch out on the playground. Ole Bunyan had white hair and he swept up around
the school. Us kids'd sing "Bunyan, Bunyan, his heads as white as an onion," and Ole
Bunyan'd just laugh and laugh. He liked to sing as much as Ole Nigger Annie did. Cept
whenever he started singing his voice went up so high, just like a little girl. "Oh, where have
you been, Billy Boy, Billy Boy," he'd sing, and go through every verse. Us kids always clapped
and clapped whenever he got through.
It was right in front of his house that our school bus wrecked. Daddy was on his way to pick
me up, but he was late. He was meetin my bus just as it run up the bank and turned over. Our
bus driver was a big old fat lady and she was so scared she hollered and screamed and couldn't
do nothin. Daddy and Bunyan got all us kids out of the bus. Daddy put me in our car, cause I
just had a knot on my head, but all the kids that was bleedin got to go in Bunyans house. I
wished I'd bled just a little bit.
I was sort of scared bout going to school after that wreck, but I guess it was a pretty good
school. I got my first really good kiss there. Old Donald Allsup just up and grabbed me one
day in the cloakroom. He kissed my mouth, real hard. It felt different from kisses on the cheek
and hugs like I got from Ole Nigger Annie. Maybe cause his skin smelt different. Ole Donald
had blond hair. Nearly white. He had a twin sister too, named Rhonda. Donald and Rhonda
Allsup. Anyhow, I liked it a lot, and I always went to the cloakroom whenever he did, after
that. He only kissed me two more times though. Ole Rhonda was always hangin round.
That school bus wreck was pretty scary, but not as bad as what that cow did to me and my
brother. Let me tell you that one. Daddy had a Ford tractor, all gray and red and even I could
drive it. One day Daddy was on his way to the back pasture, to round up the cows. Little Boy
was goin too. Me and my brother wanted to go, so Daddy let us hop on and lean on the fender.
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We got out there and found a brand new baby calf standin by its mama. That calf was so
wobbly it just couldn't walk and that mama cow sure wouldn't leave it. Daddy said he needed
to get it in the barn before dark, so he decided to carry it back on the tractor and let that old
mama cow follow along behind with the rest of the herd. Only there wasn't room for that calf
and me and my brother on that little Ford tractor. "We'll just walk back," I told Daddy.
Daddy drove off with that little calf and me and my brother looked at that mama cow. She
looked back and started walkin towards us, real slow-like. We sort of eased around behind a big
old water oak, but she came around too. She was gettin closer and closer. Me and my brother
started to run. He was only three and right off he fell down. He couldn't run good yet. I had to
run back towards that old cow and get him. She had horns too. Well, I didn't have time to
stand him up, I just grabbed his hand and drug him along. We was both screamin and hollerin.
Bout that time Daddy looked round. He threw that little old wobble-legged calf off that Ford
tractor and turned it around. He cut those front wheels between my brothers feet and that old
mama cows horns. I was so scared. He beat that old mama cow in the head with a stick. My
brothers hand got all bruised cause the back wheel of the tractor run over it. Mama and Daddy
kept me awake that night talkin. The next day when I got home from school they was
somebody there cuttin off all our cows horns. I still don't like milk though.
One day Mama called the radio station and asked them to dedicate a song to Daddy.
"Mississippi Mud" is what it was. Me and my brother thought it was so funny, especially the
part that goes, "It's a treat to beat your feet in the Mississippi mud." Daddy didn't laugh even
one bit. Not long after that Mama and Daddy said we was movin back to Alabama. I just cried
and cried. I told Ole Nigger Annie I didn't ever want to leave the farm, but she told me to hush
up and mind my Mama and Daddy.
We live in town now. Daddy's gone to work keepin books and dresses up every day. Mama's
got a new washing machine and I've got a new bicycle. I just walk up two blocks to the school.
The other night I dreamed bout Ole Nigger Annie and that snake. I wonder if those front steps
ever broke.
— Linda Shumate

— Adrian Boyer
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The Erasers
Gestapo noises
bleat past this window
snagging on my sub-thoughts.
a pain from
some forgotten time
when embryonic I
felt my mother
turn the page
on genocide,
because she wanted
to be blind.
I grew among those
whose guilt-hid
green slate faces
laughed as they clapped the erasers clean.
they worried we wouldn't
remember the Maine.
I have no right to hear your chants
or know the meanings
in your rented voices.
I am the faceless pagan
who buried your generations
but could not hide
from ycur mystic eye.
And now,
when outside my door
America plays that German horn
I wrench my neck in shame
but somehow peaceful watch
the subconscious game
the conscious play
begin to continue
without me.

— Margie Loughman
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— Glenda Anderton
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A Moment
— L. D. Stewart
Could I but paint a picture with my words
For some esthetic lifting up of soul,
To soften harsher edges of the light,
Give pleasure for a moment where pain dwells.
The color-penetrating syllables of verse—
The myriad shapes of letters form a thought.
What is it different that I feel?
A thing apart and yet not so.
It gives me calm and peace
Yet sweet anticipation to go on.
Can soul so stir and move within
To make itself to mortals known?
Its stir so brief, the imprint
Left is not in recall's reach,
Only savor what is there at once
And quietly wait for some reincarnation.

— Margaret Kelley
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The Circus

The reality of myth
Protects me from truth
So I go on, believing old
Outdated thoughts and telling
Worn out jokes and loving
Tokenly.

Death awaits the apathetic,
Radical and Jew,
And me and you.

At the edge
of your age.

Bluejeans and tennis shoes
Hold me to the threads of
Innocent youth
And leather to ride off on

Run, damn you.

But don't condemn
A trying clown.

— Tom Jernigan

— L. D. Stewart
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lepers line the road
with outstretched palm
and with horror watch the hand
fall off

— Mike O'Neal

spinning blue lights
sirens' screams
all follow
the shriek and crash and hiss of steam
as more join the nonelite many
who faced death on the highway
and were stared down.

HEAVEN ON EARTH

On the first day of Heaven on Earth
Man saw that it was good
And had no more questions.

— George Winters

HYCU
You ask me for promises,
I'll make you just two.
I'm going to die and so will you.
— Tom Jernigan
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I feel it's very hard to breathe a first breath.
Alone, in breath, it feels as if the invisible limb were
Still there, or the idea of movement cannot erase
What is to be. My ideas thwarted; the
Unclimbable scum runs thick on the massive tree trunk—
The yellow bird on the flattened roof of an adobe
tailhouse screams for extinction; alone the throated
Harp; It remembers only to fly from the others, it doesn't
Believe in self-fulfilling prophecy

//

Without doubt, there is a fleshy, glass-faced old lady
Standing with open cage, humming in hopes of catching
The insides of freedom; the ideas of green complexes
Don't allow for unnatural breath (we accept), but it's the
first gasp that sets the pace, usually putting one
Person out for seventy or eighty years.

///

Surely the landowners won't increase the taxation, houses
Breathe with the same intense vacuum as we do;
The. matador is fearful when he dreams that bulls always live.
Washing his hands before the fight, he foreshadows himself, and then
lies back into an oak coffin, breathing his first and
Last breath.

— Gary Lord
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— Jon Coniglio
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The Eyes of the Beholder

Mary Alice Fairbanks was small for an eight year old, much to her private dismay. It
was awful being one of the shortest students in her class because she could never see
the exciting things that happened—like fights outside the window among the older
boys during their recess or ink suddenly spurting from Miss Allen's ink pen all over her
white blouse. Of course Mary, Alice saw the boys later complete with black eyes and
Miss Allen didn't even go home to change her inky blouse, but it simply wasn't the
same. If she had been pretty with silky blond hair like Janie Monroe (who was Mary
Alice's height) everyone would have-helped her get a first-hand look; but Man, Alice
wasn't pretty. Her face was too thin and stern. Perhaps if Mother hadn't pulled her
brown hair back into such a tight pony-tail her face'wouldn't have looked so thin. Her
eyes would still have been a faded gray, though, and there still would have been no
black curly lashes like Janie's. The same day that Mary Alice had recognized beauty in
her fellow classmates, she had given up any hope of beauty for herself. Mary Alice may
have been quite plain but at least she was realistic—especially for an eight year old.
Being a rather strait-laced realist, she became impatient with the stupid games all the
other little girls played. Dolls were dolls and that was that. She could work up no
enthusiasm for pretending they were babies because they just weren't. She never
pushed her views down anybody's throat though. To each his own, was Mary Alice's
belief. Baseball and such made a little more sense but there was no place for a scrawny
little girl in those games so Mary Alice was left to her own devices for entertaining
herself.
At school she watched people and wondered what went on inside their heads. She
doubted if much went on in Janie's head but who cared anyway when you were that
pretty. During recess she liked to swing and try to touch the tree tops with her toes. At
home it was a little bit harder. Once she had had a puppy named Ralph, but he had
been squashed by a car. Mary Alice had cried and Mother had explained that Ralph had
gone to Puppy Heaven and was very happy there. Mary Alice had known her mother
was lying. She knew that Ralph had been stuck in a deep hole in the back yard that
Daddy dug and that was that for Ralph. She pretended that she believed her mother
just like about Santa Claus and the Tooth Fairy. Being a no-nonsense person was
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demanding on a little girl, but Mary Alice recognized her responsibilities to her parents
and she went along with their pretend games.
Sometimes Mary Alice read books in her room. Her favorites were books about
Amelia Earhart and Kit Carson, real people—or she watched T.V. She usually watched
the quiz shows and the news although she did like Mod Squad pretty much in spite of
herself. Mother tried to get her to have friends over to spend the night, but Mary Alice
really didn't have any friends. She suspected the little girls in her class thought she was
weird. The boys probably didn't think about her at all, but they couldn't have spent
the night anyway for reasons slightly over Mary Alice's head. (Her mother had
promised to explain them at some later date.) She didn't like disappointing Mother but
if the little girls thought she was weird they surely wouldn't come and who wanted
them anyway especially if they brought their dolls with them.
Mary Alice was not exactly happy, but things were settled at least and that meant a
lot. Every morning Mother would wake her, fix breakfast, brush her hair after she had
dressed herself and Daddy would take her to school. At school they would have
morning devotional at 830; at 9:30 they would go to their reading groups and at
10:30 they would have a math lesson. At 11:30 they had lunch. Lunch was a bad time
for Mary Alice because she had to sit between Janie and Frankie Black. Janie was so
beautiful that Mary Alice really didn't mind sitting next to her, except that Janie hated
spinach so much she couldn't even take the required three bites and once she asked
Mary Alice to hide some in her milk carton for her. Naturally Miss Allen looked and
she got very angry. She was so angry that she called Mrs. McBeade, the principal, who
made Mary Alice dump the spinach into her plate and eat it, milk and all. Mary Alice
was deeply humiliated not to mention nauseated. That was bad enough by itself, but
later when she threw up during rest period, Janie laughed with the rest of the class and
Mary Alice felt somehow betrayed. Frankie Black on the other side was pretty nice but
he always smelled like he had wet the bed the night before. Neither eating companion
encouraged one's appetite, but the food wasn't very good anyway so Mary Alice
decided it didn't matter. They rested after lunch for fifteen minutes and then had
recess for thirty minutes. After recess there were fifteen more minutes of rest and the
rest of the day went pretty much like the morning except the subjects were different.
Every now and then something exciting would happen but not very often. One day
Miss Allen caught Annie Peterson eating candy in class which was absolutely against
the rules. Annie was extremely fat for an eight year old or for that matter was fat for a
twelve year old. Miss Allen hollered at her and then made her do all kinds of exercises
in front of the class. Everybody laughed except Annie, whose face got as red as the
ugly lobster that Mary Alice had seen her mother boil and Mary Alice who didn't really
think it was very funny. Later Annie cried at her desk and Mary Alice decided that she
liked the duller days better after all.
Coming home in the afternoons was kind of dull too, but not on that cold afternoon
in February when Mother met her at the door with an extra bright smile and Mary Alice
wondered what was wrong. Mother took her hand and led her to the kitchen for milk
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and cookies like usual, but just as she was biting into her cookie Mother hit her with
the news.
"Mary Alice, the most wonderful thing is going to happen to me, you, and Daddy.
We're going to have a brand new baby. Isn't that the most wonderful thing, Angel?"
Mary Alice chewed her cookie reflectively for a second. She was awfully surprised.
Funny, she didn't feel like she was going to be helping in something as big as having a
baby. After swallowing some milk Mary Alice took her expectant Mother off the hook.
"When's the baby coming?"
"Not for a while Mary Alice, we've got lots to do to get ready for your little brother
or sister."
Mary Alice really didn't know what she was supposed to say but she decided that a
helpful attitude was always in order.
"The baby can sleep in my room if you want him too, I wouldn't mind at all."
Mother hugged her tightly and kissed her cheek. Mary Alice felt pleased with herself
for finding the right words. Mother had been happy with her reaction and that was
good. But Mary Alice wasn't particularly excited with the prospect of having a new
little brother or sister. Facts were facts though and if the baby was coming it would
come whether she wanted it to or not and that was that.
During the next few weeks Mary Alice had an urge to tell someone about the new
baby. She decided that Mother and Daddy wouldn't mind but there wasn't anyone she
especially wanted to tell. After thinking it over, she decided to keep it a secret just in
case something went wrong and the baby didn't come. She didn't want anyone to
think she had been lying or anything like that.
Mother started looking more and more like Annie Peterson and sometimes she was
kind of grouchy. Mary Alice heard Daddy say that he hoped it was a boy and Mary
Alice didn't blame him. Girls didn't seem to be of much use to anyone. Mary Alice got
scared sometimes. What if the baby was a beautiful little girl, so beautiful that even
Mother would notice how plain Mary Alice was. They would probably want her to go
someplace else to live so the new baby wouldn't know that she had such a skinny, plain
sister. Mary Alice determined to be brave and not cry at all, but the whole thing was
getting pretty depressing.
At last the day came that Mother and Daddy had to go to the hospital to pick the
baby up. This seemed a strange place to get a baby. Mary Alice would have thought the
florist would be a more likely place, but then she really knew nothing about babies.
Mrs. Lawson came to sit with her and they played checkers until past her bedtime. The
next morning was Saturday and they watched cartoons because Mrs. Lawson liked
them. Bugs Bunny seemed to be her favorite and once she laughed so hard she almost
choked which frightened Mary Alice because Mrs. Lawson was so old that any close
call might be her last. At noon Daddy called to say that Mary Alice had a new little
brother and that he would be home that night, but Mother and Mark (the baby's
name) wouldn't be home until Monday. Mrs. Lawson grinned the rest of the day and
Mary Alice threw up her peanut butter and jelly sandwich and her chocolate cupcake.
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Daddy let her stay home from school Monday although she didn't exactly want to, it
might be the last time she'd get to go after Mother and Daddy saw her next to
beautiful Mark. She heard them drive up but she stayed in her room until she heard her
Mother in the kitchen. Then Mary Alice walked slowly to that room to greet her
mother. Mother hugged her and kissed her and Mary Alice noticed that she wasn't fat
anymore. Maybe Annie Peterson needed to have a baby and then she wouldn't have to
exercise anymore. Then Mother took her hand and led her to Mark's crib. Mary Alice
had to make her feet not drag and she swallowed bunches so that the lump in her
throat wouldn't squeeze through her eyelids. Standing on tiptoe Mary Alice faced the
final music and looked right at the new Mark. What she saw was altogether unsettling.
Mark wasn't beautiful, he was red and wrinkled and really quite homely. Mary Alice's
heart went out to him. At least she was only plain and not really ugly. She told Mother
he was very nice and Mother promised that as soon as Mark was a little bigger she could
hold him. This wasn't exactly what Mary Alice wanted to do but she realized that now
that she was a big sister to someone—even someone as grotesque as poor little
Mark—she would have new responsibilities. If Mother thought she wanted to hold him
she would do so. Mary Alice went back to her room relieved that she didn't have to
leave home. Mark might improve with age and at least he had all his parts in working
order. Being a big sister might not be so bad after all and maybe Mark would play
baseball with her. Probably not though because she would still be scrawny and plain.
Still he was exciting and one might as well like him because he was there to stay and
that was that.
— Kathy Stagner

— Margie Loughman
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A poet named Nash, now deceased
Wrote some verse as his wisdom increased.
Yes, he wrote quite a bit
And his rhymes always fit
And he'll thank you to laugh, if you pleace.

— Roy McClendon

This issue is dedicated to Ogen Nash because he wrote
funny poems and we enjoy them, especially this one.
My Daddy
I have a funny Daddy
Who goes in and out with me,
And everything that baby does
My daddy's sure to see,
And everything that baby says
My daddy's sure to tell.
You must have read my daddy's verse.
I hope he fries in hell.
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